CONTEMPORARY SOLUTIONS
Imagine something unique and original.

We are here to help you create your story, just as you envisioned it. Anything is possible with our sleek and intelligently designed products. With minimal profiles, larger views, and custom capabilities, Loewen will take your contemporary projects to the next level.

Our extensive product range incorporates authentic materials and we never compromise our strict performance standards. We believe that contemporary design brings with it a richness and nobility that is entirely new and entirely timeless.
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REFINED FORM

A streamlined solution for the modern contemporary market.

This Picture Window is a brilliant redesign from its predecessors. With a larger glass area for enhanced viewing and a clean interior free from glazing stops, this new design will be the perfect addition to any contemporary project.

FEATURES

- Exterior glazed for easier installation of oversized glass
- No interior glazing stops creates a clean aesthetic
- Larger glass for increased energy efficiency
- Available with 1 1/8" frame cladding and narrow 7/8" frame cladding

PICTURE WINDOW
MINIMAL PROFILE
Our narrow 7/8" frame cladding is our narrowest profile frame. The reveal from the sash to the outer edge is only 1/2 inch on awning and casements. This minimal design incorporates the performance that Loewen makes paramount to all our designs in a modern aesthetic.

Our most contemporary cladding to date.
EXPANSIVE VISTAS

Your designs can stretch beyond what was possible.

The Loewen Timber Curtain Wall system embodies the spirit of contemporary architecture with minimal framing and cleaner sightlines, allowing for the most expansive views. Configuration options are limitless, including vertical walls, rake-heads, corner units, and integrated operable windows and doors.

FEATURES

- Thermally broken, engineered system with all-wood interior
- Robust glass carrier system stretches size limitations and allows for maximum uninterrupted views
- For unique and custom designs, explore a wide choice of styles and materials for exterior covers (wood, aluminum, copper, or bronze)
- Exclusive pre-assembled, factory prepped components make the Loewen Timber Curtain Wall the simplest and easiest to install on site.

Performance Engineered

Integrated Moisture Management

Exterior options can be metal-clad or wood
**INDOOR/OUTDOOR LIVING**

Expansive doors blur the line between indoor and outdoor environments.

**LiftSlide**

Loewen LiftSlide doors allow expansive panels to roll smoothly and easily into a pocket or stack. This style of door not only provides panoramic vistas, but also extends the living space of your home.

We offer Loewen LiftSlides in straight, curved, or corner (shown) configurations. Our drainable flush track offers superior performance with the slightest of step-overs.

**Bifold**

Possibilities unfold with the Loewen Bifold Door, an expansive addition to our product line. Bifold door panels stack when in open position, creating stunning transitions to the spaciousness of outdoor living. When closed, Bifold doors provide the ultimate protection while still offering unobstructed views.

**MultiSlide**

MultiSlide doors provide multiple stacking door panel solutions for large openings, perfect for blending indoor and outdoor living spaces. Our MultiSlide doors are also available in automated configurations, making operation effortless.
Simulated Divided Lite (SDL) bars add a distinctive design feature to full-size panes of glass. Wood or metal bars securely bonded to the outer surfaces of the sealed glass unit simulate the appearance of traditional true divided lites or steel windows.

ELEGANT STYLE & DESIGN
The metal look with the performance of natural materials.

Narrow-design divided lite bars

Wood interior divided lite bars in Black Stain
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EFFORTLESS PERFORMANCE
Our narrow stile doors fit perfectly with your contemporary design.

Cutting-edge thermal performance is easily executed with triple glazing in our narrow profile doors. We have a variety of door styles and configurations for any application. Our 1 3/4” terrace door offering is now enhanced with our performance 2 1/4” terrace door. The weight, sound, and feel of our doors is something that has to be experienced.
SOLID POINT OF CONTACT
The component that needs to feel right, not just look right.

We’ve done the contemporary aesthetic right while using genuine materials. All of our hardware is constructed from solid metal; bronze, brass, steel or zinc. We provide strategic options, because selecting a style and finish that reflects your unique tastes is a critical part of creating the right look.